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Abstract— Microwave power transfer is employed for charging1

self-sustainable internet of things (IoT) devices by wireless energy2

harvesting (WEH) using rectenna (Rx) and dedicated RF shower3

(Tx). The challenges for this implementation are the diverse4

power requirements of different devices and polarization and5

orientation mismatch between Tx and Rx. Different demands6

need redesigning rectennas, which can be avoided by scalable7

designs. A novel integrated rectenna devised as a plug-in-type8

unit cell is proposed for scalable RF battery. The plug-in feature9

allows multishape assemblies for the WEH system using multiple10

rectenna cells. This enables multiobjective-like dynamic power11

harvesting and orientation-insensitive operation. The rectenna12

cell designed with integrated matching has a high-gain endfire13

radiation pattern, which avoids blocking of incident waves and14

mutual coupling between adjacent rectennas. To illustrate scala-15

bility, linear-stacking and cuboid-shaped assemblies are evaluated16

for WEH performance. The results prove that the proposed17

scaling scheme with rectenna cells easily adapts to the user18

requirements.19

Index Terms— Internet of things (IoT), microwave power trans-20

fer, polarization, rectenna, scalability, wireless energy harvesting21

(WEH).22

I. INTRODUCTION23

THE RF wireless energy harvesting (WEH) technique has24

gained a lot of attention in recent years for periodic25

recharging of sensor node batteries to achieve sustainabil-26

ity [1], [2]. The WEH-enabled nodes (Rx) convert the RF27

power into dc power using a rectenna module [3], which is28

sensitive to Rx orientation and RF power density. Moreover,29

various nodes may have diverse power requirements and size30

constraints for different application scenarios. This necessi-31

tates an innovative design with polarization-insensitive [4],32

[5], [6] and dynamic power harvesting [7] capabilities along33

with miniaturization [8], [9]. To target these requirements,34

a few scalable and orientation-insensitive WEH systems are35

proposed with multiport [10], multibeam [11], differential36

fed [12], and meta-material antennas [13].37

For instance, a narrow beam 2-D quasi Yagi rectenna [11]38

with scalable directors and a miniaturized DRLA structure [14]39

for circular polarization are proposed. Furthermore, scalable40
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the scalable plug-in WEH system.

differential WEH systems are designed in [15], [16], [17], 41

[18], and [19] to enhance power harvesting capability by 42

applying received RF waves in antiphase to the rectifying 43

diode. Similarly, a flexible differential [20] and an integrated 44

full-wave system [21] is proposed to design the scalable 45

WEH system with improved harvesting capacity. The major 46

limitations of these designs are their large prearranged foot- 47

prints and complicated impedance matching with the rectifier 48

circuit, rendering them unsuitable for internet of things (IoT) 49

applications. Designs with integrated impedance matching also 50

exist employing frequency selective surface (FSS) for scal- 51

ablity and polarization-insensitive operation. For instance, 52

FSS-based full-wave integrated dipole rectenna [22], tightly 53

coupled antenna (TCA) [23], and stacked half-wave dipole 54

FSS rectenna [24] are proposed with prearranged scalability 55

to enhance power conversion efficiency (PCE). However, their 56

large footprints and scalable but permanent structures make 57

them unfavorable for adaptive WEH in a smart IoT scenario. 58

For instance, in the application scenario exemplified in Fig. 1, 59

the RF showers can be mounted on wall and ceiling with 60

linearly or circularly polarized Tx antennas. Here, some sen- 61

sors and IoT nodes demand different battery capacities with 62

size constraints, and some nodes have varying orientations, 63

whereas the others are exposed to horizontal as well as 64

vertical impinging RF waves. Hence, the diverse RF battery 65

requirements exist. Foremost, the available designs lack that 66

kind of scalability feature, which allows the WEH systems to 67

easily adapt to these requirements. The immediately mentioned 68

requirements motivated the proposed work, and a plug-in-type 69

rectenna module is designed with the following significant 70

contributions. 71

1) The proposed rectenna acts as a unit cell for a scalable 72

RF battery capable of adopting different geometrical 73

formations according to the application scenario require- 74

ments. 75

2) A novel integrated endfire rectenna is designed with a 76

compact footprint and high gain with better rectification 77

capabilities. 78
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Fig. 2. (a) Layout of the proposed plug-in rectenna cell. (b) Fabricated
prototype.

3) The plug-in rectenna module meets the79

orientation-insensitive and dynamic power harvesting80

requirements by incorporating different geometrical81

shapes.82

II. PROPOSED SCALABLE WEH SYSTEM83

A. Plug-In-Type Integrated Rectenna Cell Design84

The proposed rectenna cell is designed for the 5.8-GHz85

WEH system using the commercial ANSYS HFSS-2020-R186

on a double-sided low-cost FR4 substrate (εr = 4.4 and87

tanδ = 0.002) having 1.565-mm thickness and 35-μm copper88

deposition. The rectenna layout is illustrated in Fig. 2, where89

the design comprises a novel high gain endfire antenna,90

a quarter-wave stub, a Schottky diode (SMS-7630-079LF), and91

an surface mount devices (SMD) capacitor. The conventional92

rectenna designs employ a matching network (MN) [25] and93

a dc low-pass filter (LPF) to achieve maximum power transfer94

from a 50-� matched antenna to the rectifier. However,95

distributed MN and LPF circuits contribute more to inser-96

tion loss as well as unfavorable for rectenna miniaturization.97

Therefore, the integrated rectenna having direct conjugate98

matching with rectifying diode instead of matching using99

loops and stubs minimizes insertion loss and complements100

miniaturization. To design an integrated rectenna, first, the101

impedance of the Schottky diode is evaluated at 5.8 GHz102

using the large-signal S-parameters (LSSP) technique for an103

input power of −10 dBm and 850-� load and noted as104

Zd = 26.93 − j92.84 �. Furthermore, a novel high gain105

endfire antenna is designed to achieve conjugate matching with106

Zd . A quarter-wave shorted stub is imposed at antenna port107

and diode junction for transforming the ground conductor to108

one dc terminal besides rejecting higher order harmonics to109

improve the PCE. A 100-pF shunt SMD capacitor is placed110

at the output terminal for dc power storage and filtering.111

The proposed design is inspired from [26], [27], [28],112

and [29], which are endfire microstrip antennas. However,113

their intricate feeding systems make these designs unsuitable114

for rectenna application. In contrast, the proposed endfire115

antenna is designed with a proximity feed line enabling easy116

integration as a rectenna element, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).117

The antenna bottom layer has a radiator and the director118

patch elements with a partial ground to direct the beam in119

the endfire direction. The upper layer has two parallel slits120

to achieve the desired directional radiation characteristics121

and matching. The proposed rectenna cell is fabricated using122

the MITS PCB prototyping machine, and the prototype is123

shown in Fig. 2(b). The antenna has a high gain (5.4 dBi),124

a wide half-power beamwidth of 113◦ in the xz plane, and125

a 66◦ beamwidth in the xy plane of RF patterns depicted in126

Fig. 3(a). The rectenna cell is simulated (measured) for dc127

power patterns to show a wide dc half-power beamwidth of128

84◦ (86◦) in the xz plane and 42◦ (40◦) in the xy plane is129

plotted in Fig. 3(b) and (c), respectively. The simulated and130

measured patterns are in good agreement.131

Fig. 3. (a) xy (θ = 90◦) and xz (φ = 0◦) RF patterns of the proposed
antenna. Normalized harvested dc power pattern in (b) xy and (c) xz planes.

Fig. 4. Assembly of the plug-in rectenna modules for the scalable WEH
system.

Fig. 5. Setup for dc pattern measurements and linear-stacking under test.

B. Scalable Assembly of the Proposed Rectenna Cells 132

A number of rectenna cells can be plugged-in to form 133

various geometrical arrangements for RF battery based on the 134

requirements. Here, three different assemblies are presented 135

in Fig. 4, which achieves the following: 1) dynamic power 136

harvesting using a linear-stacking battery; 2) orientation- 137

insensitive dynamic power harvesting using a cuboid-stacking 138

battery; and 3) two-way energy harvesting from horizontal as 139

well as vertical waves along with orientation-insensitive oper- 140

ation using a combined-cuboid battery. A series dc combining 141

technique is adopted to assemble the outputs of the cells. The 142

performance is experimentally verified next. 143

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 144

The proposed rectenna cell and the composed sacalable 145

assemblies are measured for WEH performance using the 146

setup shown in Fig. 5, which includes an Agilent RF signal 147

generator E8257D set to transmit 25-dBm signal at 5.8 GHz 148

through a Tx horn antenna (linearly polarized) with 8.6-dBi 149

gain imitating a wall mounted RF shower. Furthermore, the 150

RF wave power density impinging on the proposed rectenna 151

aperture is 0.217 W/m2. The WEH system is mounted 1 m 152

away from the Tx on an automated turn table for dc pattern 153

measurements using a Keysight U1232A multimeter. First, the 154

dc voltage across the varying load is measured, as shown in 155

Fig. 6(a), showing a rectenna efficiency of 71% at the optimal 156

load of 700 � for a single rectenna cell. The corresponding 157

measured dc power patterns of a single rectenna cell are 158

discussed earlier in Fig. 3(b) and (c). 159

A. Linear-Stacking Measurements 160

Multiple plug-in rectenna cells are assembled and connected 161

through a breadboard for measuring the performance of the 162

linear-stacking battery whose prototype is shown in Fig. 5 163

(inset). The stacked assembly of up to eight cells is measured 164
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Fig. 6. Measured (a) dc voltage and efficiency versus load for single rectenna
and (b) dc pattern of linear-stacking assembly.

TABLE I

LINEAR STACKING FOR DYNAMIC HARVESTING WITH INCREASING CELLS

Fig. 7. Measurement setup for (a) cuboid stacking and (b) combined cuboid.
(c) Real demonstration by powering a digital sensor. (d) Fabricated prototype
with MN. (e) RF-dc efficiency with MN.

for the dc open-circuit voltage. The results are listed in Table I165

for increasing the number of rectenna cells to demonstrate166

the dynamic harvesting capability. The results indicate that a167

single cell has 660-mV output, which gradually increases to168

5051 mV for eight-cells stacking. A little low additive scaling169

in harvested dc for increasing number of cells can be attributed170

to connection losses. The angular harvesting performance of171

the linear-stacking battery is measured by rotating the turn172

table in azimuth ψ with 5◦ steps, and the measured dc patterns173

are plotted in Fig. 6(b) for single-cell and eight-cells assembly174

showing that the proposed approach can meet the scaled power175

requirements of various nodes.176

B. Cuboid-Stacking and Combined-Cuboid Measurements177

Since the cuboid stacking and combined cuboid harvest178

from vertical waves, the measurement setup facilitating this is179

shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), which uses a planer array (linearly180

polarized) with 8.6-dBi gain as Tx imitating a ceiling mounted181

RF shower besides the original horn Tx on wall. The cuboid182

stacking can harvest from only ceiling RF shower, whereas183

combined cuboid harvests from the both. The angular harvest-184

ing performance is measured, and polarization mismatching185

due to orientation of the node is expected. However, the results186

depicted in Fig. 8(a) displaying the measured dc patterns187

indicate that these assemblies have good tolerance for orien-188

tation misalignment and polarization mismatch. Moreover, the189

combined cuboid is able to harvest energy from vertical as190

well as horizontal source with good angular coverage. A real191

application is also demonstrated in Fig. 7(c) by powering a192

digital sensor with temperature and pressure monitoring in193

real scenario. The digital sensor is powered directly from the194

proposed linear stacking where three cells of the proposed195

rectenna are sufficient for battery-less operation.196

The mutual coupling effects are also under limits, as pre-197

sented in Fig. 8(b), where the isolation between the adjacent198

antenna elements is 26 dB in the linear stacking for a 10-mm199

Fig. 8. (a) Cuboid-stacking and combined-cuboid batteries assembled from
the proposed rectenna cell. (b) Mutual coupling.

TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH STATE OF THE ART

interelement distance; the same is 35 and 65 dB in the cuboid 200

stacking and the combined cuboid, respectively. To show- 201

case efficiency improvement by utilizing integrated rectenna 202

design, the proposed antenna with 50-� input impedance is 203

also designed. The 50-� antenna has an RF gain of 5 dBi, 204

which is equivalent to the corresponding integrated design. 205

Fig. 7(d) shows the fabricated prototype with the MN and filter 206

circuit [25]. The rectenna with MN harvests 267 mV with an 207

optimal load of 1300 � and achieves the RF-dc efficiency 208

of 44.20%, as shown in Fig. 7(e). This validates the benefit 209

of utilizing the integrated topology of the rectenna design. 210

A comparison with the most pertinent works [19], [20], [21], 211

[30] is performed in Table II. The differential rectenna element 212

designed in [19] and the integrated sheet with full-wave recti- 213

fier circuit proposed in [21] have large prearranged footprints 214

with permanent-type scalability. Whereas, the 1 × 3 hori- 215

zontal and vertical stacked WEH system proposed in [30] 216

has limited geometrical arrangements due to omnidirectional 217

RF pattern. This is because in [30], a large interelement 218

distance is required to avoid mutual coupling resulting in 219

a large dimension; moreover, RF blocking is a major issue 220

due to omnidirectional radiation pattern. Therefore, achieving 221

scalability along with tolerance for polarization and orientation 222

mismatching is not possible conveniently within constrained 223

size requirement of IoT nodes. 224

IV. CONCLUSION 225

A novel integrated miniaturized plug-in rectenna cell having 226

endfire pattern is presented for orientation-insensitive dynamic 227

power harvesting capability at IoT sensor nodes. The proposed 228

rectenna cell has a high RF gain of 5.4 dBi with wide RF 229

3-dB beamwidth of 113◦ and 66◦ in two orthogonal planes, 230

respectively. This results in the corresponding dc beamwidth 231

of 86◦ and 40◦. The scalable linear-stacking battery formed 232

by eight rectenna cells harvests 5051 mV against 660 mV 233

harvested by a single cell, which exhibits dynamic harvesting 234

capability. Similarly, the cuboid and combined-cuboid stack- 235

ings show good tolerance against orientation and polarization 236

mismatching along with dynamic power harvesting. The low 237

mutual coupling of ≤−26 dB between adjacent rectennas 238

enabled compact stacking structures for size constrained IoT 239

sensor nodes. Hence, the proposed plug-in strategy enhances 240

harvested dc power and mitigates polarization and orientation 241

mismatch issues in WEH systems. 242
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